I. INTRODUCTION
Individual plasma diagnostics are often considered to be a means for obtaining a direct measurement of a particular physical plasma parameter, e.g., visible bremsstrahlung monitor → the effective ion charge (Z eff ) of a plasma, Thomson scattering → electron temperature (T e ) and density, or interferometer → electron density (n e ). Little conceptual distinction is made between a parameter itself and the measurement of that parameter using a specific diagnostic, almost as if a direct translation could be made between the diagnostic raw data and the physical parameter of interest. In reality, the raw data from a diagnostic only provide part of the measurement of a particular plasma parameter. There is always an analysis or inference step that is an integral part of the measurement of that parameter. The inference step provides the means to extract an estimate of the plasma parameter of interest from the raw diagnostic data; however, diagnostic data also often contain information pertaining to a variety of other physical parameters, and this "hidden" information is usually ignored or removed during the inference step. Explicit awareness of such information presents the possibility of providing information on all parameters.
A simple example is the background light subtraction usually implemented for the analysis of Thomson scattering (TS) raw data. The background light contains substantial emission from bremsstrahlung and line radiation and could be used to improve the measurement of Z eff (and other parameters). However, the background in the raw TS signal is often fit to some Note: Paper published as part of the Proceedings of the 22nd Topical Conference on High-Temperature Plasma Diagnostics, San Diego, California, April 2018. a) lmmcguire@wisc.edu curve and the information is discarded. The only information retained during the inference is that associated with the laser pulse itself.
Another example of this is the two-color (or multi-color) technique to infer T e using soft X-ray (SXR) brightness signals. The emitted SXR spectrum of a plasma contains a wealth of information about the plasma. In particular, SXR measurements are sensitive to T e , n e , and impurity densities. There are a number of atomic processes that are important for a given set of values for these parameters that give rise to a combination of bremsstrahlung, radiative and dielectronic recombination, and line radiation. The continuum spectrum (consisting of bremsstrahlung and recombination emission), in particular, follows the form 1 ε ∝ x n e n x Z 2
x
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where ε is the spectral emissivity, n x and Z x are the density and charge of a given ion charge state x (including impurity and majority species), E is the energy of the emitted X-ray photon, and the sum is taken over all charge states of all ion species. Note, in particular, that the slope of the continuum depends only on T e , so the measurement of the slope enables the measurement of T e . In the two color technique, the measurement of the slope is accomplished by taking the ratio from different SXR brightness detectors that share the same line of sight but are equipped with different thickness filters to sample different regions of the SXR spectrum. 2, 3 Taking this ratio removes dependence on n e and ion content (n x , Z x ), enhancing the sensitivity to T e ; however, this method also discards a significant amount of information about the plasma. As will be discussed more fully later, explicit acknowledgment and subsequent use of this information allows extra knowledge about the plasma to be extracted.
Integrated data analysis (IDA) encourages awareness of such hidden or ignored information, and, importantly, provides a framework with which to exploit it. Additionally, there is often information available from modeling or other sources of background information. The framework of IDA also allows for explicit inclusion of such information. The goal of IDA is to use all the information present both within the data from various complementary diagnostics and from other sources (e.g., modeling) in order to obtain the most accurate and reliable parameter measurements in a transparent and standardized way. This synergistic combination of information often produces a result that extracts additional scientific values from each individual measurement given by a set of diagnostics.
This paper introduces IDA and the Bayesian framework used, highlights the possibilities for expanded measurement capabilities by using all the information available in the raw data, and illustrates how such information can be used. Section I introduces the Bayesian analysis which forms the framework that is often used for IDA and illustrates how IDA is accomplished, Sec. II discusses the benefits of IDA using a Bayesian framework and how it can result in increased measurement capabilities, and Sec. III provides an example of the implementation of IDA to measure Z eff in the Madison Symmetric Torus (MST) with particular focus on how we have taken advantage of the information that is available in the diagnostics used.
II. INTRODUCTION TO BAYESIAN ANALYSIS
A natural framework in which to implement IDA is Bayesian analysis. Bayesian analysis itself can be applied to a broad set of inference problems and is widely used in the community to infer plasma parameters from single diagnostics (see Refs. 4-8 for some examples). While several sources do a much more thorough treatment of Bayesian analysis, 9,10 a brief introduction is presented here. The core of Bayesian analysis is Bayes' rule, 9
where θ represents the model parameters, typically the plasma parameters of interest, and can be an array of multiple parameters. The diagnostic data is x, and I is any background information available. Here, p(θ|x, I) is called the posterior distribution function, L(x|θ, I) is the likelihood function, and π(θ|I) is the prior distribution. Finally, p(x|I) is called the evidence.
The posterior distribution p(θ|x, I) is the probability of getting a particular value for parameter(s) θ, given the data x and any additional information I. This is the desired result. While the full probability distribution is the most complete answer, the result can often be approximated or interpreted as the location of the maximum in posterior distribution being the best estimate for θ, and the width of posterior distribution is the uncertainty in that estimate.
The likelihood function L(x|θ, I) describes the probability of getting the data given a particular value for θ. It relates the experimental data to the parameters of interest through a forward model. While each diagnostic has a unique forward model quantifying its details and systematics, each forward model is also characterized using the plasma parameter or parameters of interest for the inference, e.g., T e , n e , magnetic flux, current density, etc. In this way, the most probable value (i.e., inference) for all the parameters of interest can be found using information from all diagnostics.
The diagnostic forward model incorporates the physics of the measurement processes as well as any instrumentation effects such as calibration factors, filter transmission, etc. It also incorporates statistical sources of uncertainty such as counting noise as well as known systematic uncertainties such as uncertainty in calibration factors.
The likelihood function can incorporate background information into the analysis through the choice of forward model. The appropriateness of the model can be tested by comparing results from different models quantitatively. In fact, development of a forward model enables the explicit codification of the assumptions that necessarily go into the analysis of experimental data. Explicitly identifying and quantifying assumptions means that their effect, importance, and validity can be tested as a straightforward part of the IDA process.
Typically, θ contains only parameters of interest, however, sometimes systematic parameters are a necessary part of the forward model. These parameters are of no physical interest, making them nuisance parameters. Nuisance parameters may be eliminated from the results through "marginalization," which simply integrates the posterior distribution over all possible values of the nuisance parameter, 9
where α is the nuisance parameter, and the integral is taken over all possible values for α. The result is the probability of getting a particular set of values for θ, regardless of the exact value of α. This procedure can also be used to create 2-dimensional projections of multi-parameter distributions in order to identify correlations between specific parameters. The prior distribution π(θ|I) represents background knowledge. This can be as simple as the range in which the results are expected to fall, and often these ranges can be informed by physical constraints (e.g., T e must be positive or Z eff must be at least 1). Prior probabilities can also contain more nuanced information, again allowing extra knowledge about the system to be included quantitatively. As with likelihood functions, explicit identification and quantification of the assumptions specifically related to the parameters of interest can be encoded in the prior. This allows their effect, importance, and validity to be tested.
The normalization factor in the denominator p(x|I) is called the evidence and is used to calculate the absolute probability of p(θ|x, I). Many situations involve parameter estimation, and as such, the relevant information is the location of the maximum in the posterior distribution, not the absolute magnitude of the probability, so the evidence can safely be ignored. However, there are certain times when calculation of this evidence is very important. Such situations include choosing between two or more descriptions of the underlying phenomenon (i.e., model discrimination), identifying and possibly resolving diagnostic inconsistencies, or during diagnostic design when identifying which measurements will add the most information to the inference of θ.
An illustration of how IDA is accomplished using this Bayesian framework is shown in Fig. 1 for T e and carbon density n C (i.e., θ = {T e , n C }) for two different potential combinations of diagnostics. The top row in Fig. 1 shows likelihood functions for synthetic data as a function of T e and carbon density for absolute SXR brightness in (a) and charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CHERS) in (b) for the same location in the plasma. The resulting posterior distribution obtained after multiplying these likelihoods together is shown in (c). In the bottom row, a second illustration of the same parameters is shown, this time using SXR brightness (d) and TS (e). The resulting posterior is shown in (f). For these illustrations, the prior probability distributions were uniform probabilities over the range of the plots (i.e., 900 ≤ T e ≤ 1900 eV).
The illustrations of IDA in Fig. 1 show that the process of IDA is largely the same regardless of diagnostics. The illustrations also show how the combination of complementary diagnostics can potentially provide constraints on seemingly dissimilar parameters. Here, the likelihood function for the synthetic SXR brightness signal is based on modeled absolute brightness, assuming that carbon is the only impurity in the plasma. Recall from Eq. (1) that absolute SXR signals are sensitive to both impurity density and T e . The CHERS signal contains no explicit information on T e . Nevertheless, the combination of CHERS data with the SXR data helps to constrain T e . The second row in Fig. 1 illustrates a similar effect when combining TS and SXR. Even though the TS data is not sensitive to carbon density, the combination is a more precise inference of both the carbon density and T e .
III. BENEFITS OF IDA
Integrated data analysis is a subset of Bayesian analysis applications that specifically makes use of multiple diagnostics. As a concept, IDA has a well-developed and robust intellectual foundation [10] [11] [12] [13] and is distinct from Bayesian analysis of single diagnostics. In particular, there are concrete benefits from combining multiple complementary diagnostics that allows for the extraction of the maximum amount of scientific knowledge from a given set of diagnostics. These benefits can improve or extend measurement capability and include the following:
• Improved measurement precision and resolution.
• Straightforward inclusion of uncertainties from both statistical and systematic sources.
• Simplified uncertainty analysis particularly when uncertainties are non-Gaussian and/or correlated • Inclusion of both qualitative and quantitative background information.
• Improved measurement accuracy:
• Validation of data and/or models.
• Identification of diagnostic inconsistencies.
• Estimation of systematic uncertainties or errors.
FIG. 1. Illustration of using a Bayesian framework to accomplish IDA. Likelihood functions using synthetic data are shown for a single measurement location looking at the core of the plasma. Here, lighter shading represents higher probability and darker shading represents lower probability. In the top row, (a) shows the likelihood function for a SXR brightness measurement, (b) shows the likelihood function for a CHERS signal, and (c) shows the resulting posterior probability. In the second row, a second illustration with a different combination of diagnostics is shown, again using synthetic data. The same SXR brightness likelihood function is shown in (d), a likelihood function for a TS point is shown in (e), and the resulting posterior is shown in (f). This figure follows the form of a presentation by Fischer in Ref. 11.
• Determination of parameters for which an estimate is difficult to obtain using any single diagnostic.
The following examples illustrate some of these benefits and show how application of IDA results in better measurements needed to address the needs of their respective scientific programs. All of these examples used a Bayesian framework for IDA. Again, at the most basic level, IDA enables improved measurement precision and resolution simply by identifying and combining relevant data from multiple diagnostics. An example is from the work pursued at the TJ-II stellarator where IDA was developed to infer the density profile evolution using information from interferometry, reflectometry, and TS. Here, the TS diagnostic provided density profile shape information with high precision, but, since it was single pulse, it had no ability to inform profile evolution. On the other hand, the reflectometry and interferometry diagnostics could provide density information on a times scale of ∼1 ms, but the inferred profiles were too uncertain to study the profile evolution without additional shape information. IDA provided the framework that allowed a self-consistent combination of information from three diagnostics: interferometry provided information on the absolute density in the core, TS provided information on the shape of the central density profile, and reflectometry provided the edge density profile at high time resolution. The resulting density profiles had both the time resolution and precision necessary to study edge profile evolution 14 and enabled studies of L-H transitions and the dynamics involved in the formation of other transport barriers. 15 The IDA framework also makes it possible to increase measurement accuracy. By enforcing consistency between diagnostics, and incorporating all known systematic effects, it is possible to quantitatively identify diagnostic inconsistencies. This in turn means that it is possible to identify and sometimes estimate previously unknown systematic effects, errors in calibrations, or problems in the interpretation method. In many cases, the process of identifying inconsistencies can suggest specific improvements to be done, which will ideally resolve such inconsistencies.
An example of this comes from the ASDEX-Upgrade tokamak where IDA helped determine that uncertainties in the location of flux surfaces led to errors in the reconstruction of n e profiles. IDA is routinely applied at ASDEX-Upgrade to reconstruct T e and n e profiles using information from lithium beam excitation spectroscopy, interferometry, electron cyclotron emission (ECE), and TS. 16 Here, IDA was employed to rigorously and systematically evaluate data quality from each individual diagnostic, taking into account all known systematic and statistical errors. This systematic examination of the diagnostic data identified inconsistencies between reconstructions of n e profiles when incorporating data from TS compared to using just data from the Li-beam, interferometry, and ECE. This inconsistency ultimately was due to the uncertainty in the underlying equilibrium reconstruction, in particular uncertainty in the location of the flux surfaces, and that incorporating the data from TS produces more accurate n e profiles. While the correction was relatively small, and localized to the pedestal, it was quite important in enabling accurate studies of pedestal physics being pursued at ASDEXUpgrade. [17] [18] [19] In addition, the T e and n e profiles are now used as constraints on the equilibrium reconstructions. 20 This example illustrates how the integration of diagnostics that have different systematic effects (e.g., TS is a local measurement, but interferometry is line-integrated) helped to identify some unknown systematic uncertainties, the understanding of which lead to higher accuracy in the resulting profile.
The Joint European Torus (JET) tokamak and the Wendelstein 7-X stellarator are pursuing equilibrium and other plasma profile reconstructions using the many diagnostics embedded in the Minerva framework 21 in order to incorporate non-Gaussian uncertainties and simplify error analysis. In fact, most equilibrium reconstruction algorithms combine information from multiple diagnostics. However, many use global least squares or other minimization techniques to reconstruct profiles of interest, making the addition of new diagnostics difficult. Furthermore, if error estimates are provided at all, they are usually calculated by following statistical uncertainty propagation rules, which may neglect important correlations, or sometimes by a Monte Carlo error analysis, making the impact of additional diagnostics difficult to determine.
Integrated data analysis using Bayesian analysis is a natural framework in which to do equilibrium reconstructions because the use of likelihood functions makes the analysis highly modular. Addition of new diagnostics can be implemented as the diagnostic becomes available. Because IDA provides a rigorous way to encode both the statistical and systematic uncertainties for each diagnostic, error analysis can potentially be simplified and streamlined. This is true particularly when uncertainties are non-Gaussian, correlated, and/or otherwise ill-behaved (e.g., the probability distribution is multi-modal).
Finally, IDA enables determination of parameters for which an estimate is difficult to obtain using any single diagnostic. One good example of this is the measurement of Z eff . Many measurements contain some information about Z eff ; however, it is often not the dominant effect, or diagnostic signals are contaminated with unknown systematic effects, making it difficult to extract the value of Z eff using a single diagnostic, but the combination of information from multiple diagnostics can make the Z eff measurement feasible. An illustration of this (to be discussed in Sec. IV) comes from the development of an IDA approach at the MST reversed field pinch to measure Z eff profiles.
IV. IDA MEASUREMENT OF Z EFF ON MST
Over the years, significant effort has been applied to determine Z eff in MST; however, no single diagnostic currently available on MST has been able to provide an unambiguously accurate measurement of Z eff . Visible and near-infrared bremsstrahlung measurements were contaminated with molecular line emission and electron-neutral bremsstrahlung radiation. 22 Analysis of X-ray spectroscopy measurements was compromised by a lack of knowledge about, and an inability to estimate, the spectral contribution from continuum recombination radiation. 23 These single diagnostic attempts suffered from systematic effects that were impossible to account for. IDA overcomes these difficulties by combining data from multiple diagnostics, allowing the extraction of a reliable Z eff profile on MST.
The IDA approach developed at MST measures T e and n Z (thus by extension Z eff ) profiles by coupling data from the TS diagnostic and the absolutely calibrated SXR tomography system. This approach takes advantage of all of the information available in absolute SXR brightness measurements as discussed earlier along with substantial information from previous impurity studies using the CHERS diagnostic. [24] [25] [26] [27] Although the forward models have been described elsewhere, some time will be spent highlighting the information available that is incorporated into the analysis. The TS diagnostic is a multi-point, multi-pulse TS system measuring from the center of MST to the edge with 21 spatial points and a nominal temporal resolution of 2 kHz. 28 The forward model for TS predicts the number of detected photons given a local T e and n e assuming a relativistic Maxwellian distribution for electron energies. 29 Detector and spectral calibrations are taken into account; however, the diagnostic has not been absolutely calibrated for n e , so it is treated as a nuisance parameter and marginalized out of the TS analysis. 30 While we are explicitly aware of the additional information in the raw TS, we do not yet take advantage of it.
The two-color soft X-ray tomography diagnostic has 40 unique and overlapping viewing chords distributed across 4 cameras at a single toroidal location. Each chord is equipped with two filtered silicon AXUV4BST photo-detectors that sample the same plasma volume. 31 For each chord, one detector is typically equipped with a thinner beryllium filter and the other is equipped with a thicker beryllium filter. While the tomography system is typically operated in this two-color mode, the filter configuration is flexible, and, for example, 8 different thickness filters can be used for increased spectral information. 32 This diagnostic has been absolutely calibrated, which makes comparisons to models of absolute brightness feasible. This includes bench tests to determine the exact amplification factor provided by the transimpedance amplifiers for frequencies between 1 and 100 kHz; calibration of the beryllium filter transmission using the BESSY II electron storage ring for photon energies between 1.8 and 10 keV; 33 accounting of all geometric effects such as non-normal incidence of photons; and accounting for the presence of an aluminum frame on the silicon detectors, which can change the spectral response of the detector. 34 The forward model for the SXR diagnostic predicts absolute SXR brightness given a set of profiles for T e , n e , and impurity density n Z . The n e profile is not yet incorporated into the IDA framework, thus is specified from the experiment using interferometry and a discussion of n Z is presented below. Temperature profiles are specified using a parameterization of the form
where T e0 is the core electron temperature, α and β are other free parameters that describe the shape of the profile, and a, the minor radius of the plasma, is 0.5 m. This profile is assumed to be axisymmetric. Helical features, islands, or other features can be added to the profile if present. A full description of the geometry and the implementation of the profile can be found in Ref. 35 . For the example presented here, we have assumed that the profile shape follows Eq. (4); however, we can use different profile definitions to explicitly test for the presence of non-axisymmetric features in the temperature profile. 36 It should be noted that while the SXT diagnostic is capable of doing tomography, no tomographic inversions were done for this analysis. Rather, a 2D cross section of the plasma emissivity is modeled using the specified profiles, and the signal for each photodetector is calculated by integrating the emissivity along the respective lines of sight.
The forward model for emissivity uses a full collisionalradiative model that predicts the relevant atomic processes that give rise to the varying amounts of bremsstrahlung, radiative and dielectronic recombination, and line radiation emitted by the plasma from the specified T e , n e , and n Z . While there are many collisional radiative models available, we have been working extensively with the atomic database and analysis structure (ADAS), 37,38 a well-developed platform for modeling radiation from astrophysical and fusion plasmas. Currently, the model uses atomic parameters based on the Cowan procedure within ADAS. A different atomic physics model may produce somewhat different results and uncertainties at the atomic level have not yet been taken into account. However, we recently used ADAS to predict SXR signals in multiple energy ranges (different filters) with differing amounts of bremsstrahlung, radiative and dielectronic recombination, and line radiation, with excellent agreement to experimental data. 32 Filter, amplifier, and detector calibrations have been taken into account in the SXR forward model.
Another key piece of information necessary to model absolute SXR signals is some idea of the species and amount of impurities present in the plasma. It is impossible to properly account for the contributions from the different sources of radiation to SXR brightness measurements without some knowledge of the impurities present in the plasma. That knowledge can be provided by CHERS or other spectroscopic measurements. Such information has been provided by substantial measurements of impurity densities and dynamics in MST. [24] [25] [26] [27] The impurities found in these studies were typical low-Z impurities from atmospheric contamination and plasma facing components: oxygen, nitrogen, boron, and carbon. Aluminum is also present due to the close fitting Al shell that acts as the plasma first wall on MST. The studies of impurities indicate that the impurity profiles have a characteristic hollow shape to them. This was eventually determined to arise from a thermal screening effect that preferentially transports impurities toward the edge of the plasma. 26, 27 As such, the impurity profiles have been parameterized such that they are allowed to be hollow. The studies also revealed that there is a characteristic relative distribution of low-Z impurities. 24 We have taken advantage of such knowledge to reduce the number of free parameters included in the model. Specifically, only the aluminum and carbon density profiles are free to vary. The other low-Z impurity density profiles are scaled relative to the carbon profile based on their characteristic relative amounts. More details on the profile parameterizations for the hollow impurity density profiles can be found in Ref. 39 .
It should be noted that while information on impurities has been incorporated as prior information in the SXR forward model, no CHERS data has been incorporated due to the lack of forward model for CHERS. Development of a forward model for CHERS data is currently underway, starting with a self-consistent calculation of the neutral beam attenuation (necessary for inferring impurity density measurements from CHERS data). 40 This model uses the same impurity density profiles used in the SXR forward model and atomic cross sections to predict the neutral beam density as it traverses the plasma and is attenuated by ion collisions. The model is combined with experimental data from beam Doppler-shift spectra and shine-through particle flux to determine the local neutral beam particle density.
The IDA tool calculates the posterior probability distribution using an affine invariant Markov chain Monte Carlo technique to sample the parameter space. 41 Inferences of the parameters of interest from experimental data using this IDA tool are shown in Figs. 2-5 for a single time slice. The resulting inference of the T e profile (red curve) is shown in Fig. 2,   FIG. 2 . Resulting IDA inference of the T e profile (red curve) compared to the results from TS only (black stars) and SXR only (blue curve), all shown with 1σ error. Profiles inferred using SXR data and IDA both result in a 2D profile. Here a 1D slice consistent with TS has been plotted. Uncertainty in the profile inferred using IDA is smaller than profiles inferred using either TS or SXR alone. The discrepancy between SXR and TS is more fully discussed in the text .   FIG. 3 . Inference of a carbon density profile with 1σ error bands using SXR data only (blue curve) and IDA of SXR and TS data (red curve). along with the results from just the TS diagnostic (black stars) and using just SXR data (blue curve). The shaded region on the inferred SXR and IDA profiles represent the 1σ uncertainty, and the error bars represent the 1σ uncertainty for the TS points. The SXR and IDA inferences both result in a 2D profile for T e , so the comparison here is a 1D slice that is consistent with TS.
Uncertainty in the profile inferred using IDA is smaller than profiles inferred using either TS or SXR alone and IDA finds a maximum in a different region in the parameter space. This can be understood through the correlation illustrated in Fig. 1(d) between carbon density and T e . Without information from TS, marginalization over all possible carbon densities results in a probability distribution for T e that is skewed toward lower T e . Information from TS constrains the probability distribution to a different part of the distribution. While the likelihood functions in Fig. 2 are for illustrative purposes only, such correlations do exist between the impurity densities and T e . Likewise, because SXR brightness data are line integrated, there is a similar correlation between the steepness of the edge [α from Eq. (4)] and the peak temperature [T e0 from Eq. (4)], which can also be constrained with information from TS. It should be noted that the TS results here are somewhat degraded in quality due to unavoidable damage to the collection optics. Nevertheless, such data still provide a useful constraint within the IDA framework because FIG. 5 . Inference of Z eff with 1σ error bands using only data from SXR data (blue curve) and IDA of SXR and TS data (red curve). information on T e is still present, albeit more uncertain in this case than when there is no damage. In particular, for this example, the localized nature of the TS diagnostic provides useful constraints both on the location of the maximum probability for temperature as well as constraining the profile shape, resulting in a slight difference in the edge temperature.
While IDA encourages awareness of all the information available, it also encourages examining the validity of assumptions and results. For example, this inference of the T e profile is the best profile given all of the information, assuming that the profile shape is correct [i.e., Eq. (4) is a good description of the profile]. In particular, for this example, we have assumed that the temperature profile is axisymmetric with no fluctuations. It is entirely possible that the apparent fluctuation near r/a = 0.2 is real. While we do believe that the simple shape from the IDA inference of T e is a more accurate description of the temperature profile in this plasma because of the large uncertainty in the TS data, this assumption can be explicitly tested by choosing a different form for the T e profile by including such a feature in the profile. This is a subject of ongoing analysis and does represent a situation where calculation of the evidence is important in order to discriminate between the two profile descriptions.
As was indicated in the illustration using synthetic data in Fig. 1 , the combination of TS and SXR brightness data can constrain the impurity density profiles. This IDA tool allows inferences of all known impurities, giving us detailed information not just on Z eff but on the underlying impurity densities as well. Profiles for two impurities, carbon and aluminum, are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 , respectively. These figures show the inference of the impurity profiles using just SXR data (blue curve) and the IDA inference (red curve). Again, the shaded region shows the 1σ uncertainty. Here, there is no comparison to TS because TS contains no information on impurity densities. The discrepancy in the core is due to the discrepancy in the T e profiles as discussed above. The hollow shape of these profiles is consistent with the thermal screening effect and is expected for this plasma.
The inferred Z eff profile based on the inferred impurity density profiles is shown in Fig. 5 . This curve represents the most likely profile for Z eff in this plasma given all of the information available. This is a significant extension of measurement capability on MST because as mentioned, attempts to measure Z eff using single-diagnostic methods were unsuccessful. Z eff on MST can only be obtained through application of IDA.
As with the T e profile, the profiles in Figs. 3-5 represent the most likely profiles given all the information and assuming that the models are appropriate. Here, the Z eff profile is calculated directly from the impurity density profiles, so there are no assumptions about Z eff explicitly; however, we have made several simplifying assumptions regarding the impurities as described above. Such assumptions may lead to the bias of our interpretation in our results; 36 however, explicit awareness of these assumptions enables us to test such assumptions. There are strong physics reasons behind choosing the hollow shape in this example, but there may be situations in which different physical mechanisms dominate and the hollow profiles would not be a good description.
Another assumption of this analysis is that we have included all impurities in the model that are present in the plasma. However, there is often some doubt as to the completeness of using CHERS to measure impurity densities, as resources are typically not available to measure the concentration of every possible plasma impurity, calling into question whether the list of impurities explicitly included in the model is sufficient. We have tested this potential limitation in our model by explicitly allowing the presence of unknown test impurities. Specifically we allowed either argon, representing mid-Z impurities, or helium, representing low-Z impurities, to be present in the plasma. 39 It was found that argon may be present in trace amounts; however, the maximum possible density was sufficiently small that it had a minimal effect on the inference of Z eff . Similarly, while helium may be present in larger amounts than argon, the charge of helium is so low that it also has minimal effect on Z eff . This analysis gives us confidence that if there are other impurities in the plasma and their effect is negligible; thus, our model is suitable.
The benefits of IDA identified here will become more pronounced as we move to larger and more powerful fusion experiments. The severe limitations imposed by the operation of diagnostics in nuclear environments mean that data will be simultaneously very difficult to obtain and are very valuable. This means that maximum scientific values must be extracted from each set of diagnostic measurements, and IDA provides the means to do so.
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